Recent progress in DNA analysis by capillary electrophoresis.
A number of recent developments in DNA analysis by capillary electrophoresis are here reviewed. They include capillary arrays for fast, parallel DNA sequencing as well as microfabricated capillary arrays. Microfluidic chips for DNA sizing and quantitation are also covered, as well as microdevices containing arrays of regular obstacles acting as size-separators during DNA migration. Screening of DNA point mutations by two much improved techniques is also reported: in one case, such mutations are detected (but only on relative short, ca. 60-70 base-long fragments) by free electrophoresis in rather acidic (pH ca. 3) buffers; in the case of single-strand chain polymorphism, an improved technique is described based on near-neutral pH buffers with mixtures of Tris/MES cations/zwitterions. When studying the behavior of inorganic and organic cations in the Debye-Hückel layer of DNA, it was found that the latter (especially a large number of Good's buffers and other zwitterions, such as His) would bind to the DNA filament not only via charge interaction, but also via additional bonds, notably hydrogen bonds, thus altering the electrophoretic (and possibly the biological) behavior of DNA molecules. However, whether or not borate ions would bind to DNA remains still an unsettled question. Finally, capillary electrophoresis was found to be instrumental in measuring fine physicochemical parameters pertaining to DNA polyelectrolytes, such as their free mobility and their translational diffusion coefficients.